MAKE IT MEMORABLE!
Incorporating a team building session into your conference and/or taking full advantage of
our team development workshops will build relationships, improve communication and
problem solving skills resulting in a happier, more productive environment. Our friendly and
experienced facilitators will discuss the outcomes you are looking for and help you arrive at
the best design for your team!

OUTDOOR TEAM BUILDING OPTIONS
1.5 – 2 hrs TEAM FOCUS ACTIVITIES!
These facilitated activities are designed to be engaging rather than
physically challenging. Encouraging equal contribution from all members,
these challenges are not only highly engaging and lots of fun, but will also
improve your team’s ability to solve problems together and achieve
improved results back at work. The activities – Step on it!, Optimisation,
Get Smart and many others, give flexibility in designing a session to suit
the size and desired outcomes of your group.
2 – 3 hrs REACH FOR THE SKY!
A high ropes course is the ideal way to “stretch the comfort zone”, build
confidence and raise self-esteem. With your team mates controlling the
safety ropes under supervision of experienced facilitators, people
experience levels of trust and support rarely experienced in a work
environment. Your team will bond through this powerful experience and
return to work motivated and ready to take on any challenge!
3 hrs THE AMAZING RACE!
Armed with a digital camera and map the aim of the activity is to use
your cunning and team skills to achieve the highest point score possible!
Small teams venture out into the local area in search of different
checkpoints and further information, not to mention the roadblocks they
encounter at various times. A great way to see the points of interest in
the local area plus build relationships across the team!

ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES – Spring Kayaking & Summer Caving & Biking
Whether it be an exhilarating paddle down the Yarra, exploring the
underground tunnels of Britannia Caves or taking in the great scenery as
you cycle along the Warburton Bike Trail, Oscar’s has it all!

EVENING EVENTS
BIG GIG
The Big Gig is a highly entertaining team spirited activity based on the
popular TV show 'Spicks 'n' Specks' encouraging participants to meet the
entertainment challenges by pooling resources, beat the buzzer and indoor
action brings out surprising latent talents in everyone. There is also the
option of fancy dress (ask us about our suggested themes) and a client
specific focus to questions and content.
WHO DUNNIT?
You may have been to a murder mystery, but have you played it in teams?
Each team table has a group is given an identity such as De Shonkey Sales
Corp. and of course each has their own motive for the crime. Lots of laughter
as the teams play out their roles - a great way to make dinner fun and keep
the interaction happening across the whole group!
AFRICAN DRUMMING
Traditional African music reflects the communal nature of African lifepeople need to work together (drum together) to achieve their goals. This
“hands on” experience gives your team a good feeling about achieving
something new together – a truly unique team experience!

INVESTMENT
Whilst every program is customised to meet the specific needs of your team, the indicative prices below
may serve as a useful guide:
OUTDOOR TEAM BUILDING OPTIONS
Up to 3 Hours: $50 - $75 pp
Half day: $75 - $120 pp
Full Day: $120 - $170 pp
EVENING EVENTS $60 - $100 pp
* You may also be interested in our Team Development Workshops - Team Skills Development, Cross
Team Collaboration & Team Planning Workshops (POA)

